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SPELLING AND PLAIN WRITING CONTEST 

To contestants: Remember that this is a contest in plain writing 
as well as in spelling. An undotted 'i' or an uncrossed 't' is a miss 
nnd any malformed letter which is unrecognizable if taken apart from 
its context is a miss. The way to tell whether or not a letter is un
recognizable if taken apart from its context is to lay a piece of paper 
on either side of the questionable letter in such a way as to cover 
the other letters in the word, leaving the letter in question vis;ble. 
If the letter so taken apart from its context can not be recognized 
for what it is, the judges of your spelling paper will be justified in 
calling it a miss. It is very important, therefore, to learn to make 
your characters plainly, so that none may be mistaken for another. 
You should learn, also, all the pronunciations of a given word, if it 
has more than one pronunciation, for the person who pronounces the 
words to you in the contest may choose one or another pronunciation. 
Do not try to learn too many words in a short time. Begin early in 
the school year and learn the list gradually and thoroughly. The 
words are chosen with great care, and you should know every word 
in the junior and sub-junior list if you are a junior, every word in 
the junior and senior lists if you are a senior; and every word in the 
sub-junior list if you are sub-junior in age. A mistake in hypheniza
tion or in capitalization is considered a miss. 

To the teacher: Students should be familiarized with their re
spective lists gradually. All cramming should be avoided as the edu
cational value of the contest is lost if cramming is resorted to. Give 
written tests at regular intervals beginning as early in the year as 
possible. Try the old-fashioned spelling down process for oral prac
tice, as that will add zest to the work of mastering the list, arrange 
spelling relays, etc., as spelling is a subject in which artificial stim
ulation of interest is justifiable. 

(Note.-Words which sound alike but have different meanings 
should be carefully pre1:;e!1ted to stud en ts. In most instances they 
are indicated in this list by a short phrase in italics, but in case you 
find a homonym not so indicated. be careful to call the attention of 
your students to it.) 

Suggestions for the betterment of this list· will be welcomed and 
should be addressed to Roy Bedichek, University Station, Austin, 
Texas. 

For rules governing the contest, see the Constitution and Rules. 
It is very important that the Director of Spelling secure competent 
pronouncers at the county contest. Pronouncers should be secured 
in advance so that they may look up the pronunciation of words con
cerning which they are uncertain. 

THE EDITOR. 
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SUB-JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 

2 3 4 5 
running excuse childhood chest wring the 
eleventh duty rowing rotten clothes 
honor oval yeast writing a let- hilt 
owes your school intend ter agree 
dyed the dressitch by the well hive dropping 
extra knock knight, title alive eraser 
youth chilly choose drowse such 
itself bury the ruin error we're, we are 
know your hatchet eleven sum, noun loss 
lesson ought to go honey whey brought 

button duly over boll weevil cheap, small 
choice everything dyeing the love cost 
knoll hoes, a tool clothes cheek rise 
its, possessivedull explain roam wrapped a 
yours orphan yourself wrench bundle 
our house organ it's, it is nilly burn 
dun, a color duet knot agent chicken 
exact every chin Groppetl round 
holey, having you've butter erase wrong 
holes ivy rude style hoarse 

eighth knows the either weight, ten all right 
rubbing . lesson holiday pomids duck 
eighteen buy a hat ewe, female losing even 
hole in the choke sheep brother sun gives 

ground ruler dumb swear light 
everybody elect ounce wholly, whip 
island honest burst entirely loving 
yield oven children lump buckle 
rubber dwarf knit buried cheer 
hoeing expect iron Chicago rooster 
oyster holy, sacred burros, don- rough wrist 
dying, to e:i;- elbow keys written hire 

pire ruined row, a fight hoard of aisle of a 
eye, organ of busy burro money . church 

body chimney child all of the mendrouth 
you're, you knob row of beansdrum erect 
are is~mus aloud, to Europe sudden 

ivory yolk of an speak aloud summer wharf 
known egg duel, fight which lost 
buttonhole yoke of oxen ever lovely bruise 
choir, singers isn't surge of the brush cheat 
rule knives waves cheep, a. feebleriver 
elder eight, four luck sound wreath 
homely and four built roast hers 



again 
drizzle 
wrote 
hoary 
almost 

6 7 
hem 
acre 
drier 
England 
strength 
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8 
student 
weigh on 

scales 
lose 
broom 

9 
helped 
ache 
dried 
engine 
streak 

10 
cease 
listen 
Bible 
cave 
reaper 

due, owing 
evening 
sure 

way, path charm waste, unusedwield 
heaven 
order 
dray 
breakfast 
stony 
lawyer 
limp 
beside 
lawn 

loan ring loaf 
bright woven briefly 

whirl 
lower 

cents, money herd of cattle center 
ribbon absent, not abroad 

build 
cheese 
root 
write with 

pen 
hitch 
ale, a drink 
drowned 
errand 
sugar 

women 
heir to a 

fortune 
a straight line 

drench 

present 
drink 
enjoy 
strict 
wear a hat 
end 
strain 
dress 
wont 
brink 
lodge wheat 

lounge 
bootjack 
check 

else 
heroes 
afternoon 
driving 
envy 
strong 
week, 7 

loose 
broken 

days riding 
chair 
drew 
living 
brief 
cent, money 
rein of a 

road to 
wreck a 
high 
against 
drooped 
equator 
study 
weighed 
chase 

town charge 
trainrind 

wouldn't 
herb 
right or 
drill 
English 
stretch 

left bridle 
loser 
broth 
chart 

ripe 
wrap a 
hero 
afraid 
driven 

weak, f eeble 
loaves 

bundlebring 

enter 
stripe 
Wednesday 
long 
broke 
chance 
lonely 
would 

certain 
rich 
won a prize 
helm 
accept 
wasn't 
empty 
return 
want 
live 
equal 

.rinse 
wrangle 
here, at this 

place 
action 
drive 
enough 
strip 
weave cloth 
across 
tlroad 
chalk 
rifle 
wood 

limb 

woman 
height 
about 
stove 
walk 
little 
bin for 
wait 
bridge 
storm 
wade 
list 
beyond 
cause 

corn berth of a 
sleeper 

case 
read the book 
earth 
heap 
oneself 
doubt 

reap witch 
whose heel of a foot 
heart, organ able 
of the body dreamed 
orange 
drawer 
break, to 

cedar 
recess 
wilful 

come apart heavy 
stomach ore, native 
laughter metal 
bread dread 
stolen breath 
laugh stooped 
lily visit 
berry, a f~t limped 
carrying better 
reach catch 
eaten 
birch 
cellar 
red flowers 
window 

real, actual 
edge 
castle 
ready 
echo 
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13 14 15 
hear a bell inside squirrel stems blind 
-Onion jar squeeze steal, to thieveblister 
dough for once bird steady blood 

bread old lilac state blotch 
Brazil Oklahoma beneath stare, to look blotted 
stir office carpet steadily blow 
I.atch odor rather stake a horse blue, a color 
areary juicy rapid stable dollar 
bridle, part ofjump raisin squirm board 

harness knuckle Indian elm kite 
;;tory labor instead birth; as in kindle 
waist, a gar- ladies rabbit birthday kind 

ment laid omit letter key to a lock 
hedge lamp okra length hayloft 
Oregon large often ledge have to 
dreamer daily off leather haunted 
breathe daisy October lease hatchet 
stopped daisies July leaning hasn't 
vowel light just leaf harrow 
linen brave kodak lead, metal harm 
between stepped lack knife hardly 
caught last ladle kneel happy 
really likely lamb knee calm 
whom idle, not work- lard knead the begun 
hearing ing dagger dough Canada 
oral ill dainty boat less 
draw ,ram mg, fall- dairy boil left 
heard the ing in drops like boll of cotton led, past of 

thunder rain, to fall life book lead 
only in drops raw bore with a least 
dozen radio eat gimlet learn 
Brazos jelly head borne on the leak 
stitch Jesus idiot back lead the horse 
later jingle idol, a thing bother lazy 
lilies John worshipped bottom knew, past of 
berries joy tnch bought know 
carried o'clock rainbow boy scout doesn't 
heal, to cure obey · radish brain done, 11 . 11 . of 
one, half of oar of a boat jaw bran do 

two steel, a metal jerk calico don't 
double steak, meat jewel bend body 
branch stayed, past job below bolder than a 
rare of stay jolly beginner tiger 
rap on the starved juice birthday bomb 

door star ocean bitter born into the 
raise stair steps oatmeal blame world 



16 
border 
both 
bottle 
bough 
bowl, dish 
bragging 
brake of a. 

wagon 
calf 
call 
belt 

17 
careful 
damp 
danger 
dart 
daughter 
deadly 
dear to my 

heart 
debt 
bale 
bake 

camp babies 
begged eastern 
biscuit east 
black easier 
blew, past of dining 

blow dirty 
bliss divisor 

dodged 
does, fem ale 

deer 
theirs 
noisy 
north 

hoJ November 
sentence 
sew with a 

needle 
north 
candy 
cannot 
beehive 

block 
blossom 
blotter 
blouse 
blown 
doing 
boa r, male 
kitten 
kitchen 
king 
kill ed 
kettle 
having 
haven't 
haul , to 
hatch 

drag beach, shore 
beat 

hart, a deer bead 
harp bathe 
hare, a rabbit basin 
hard barefoot 

banner 
balloon 
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18 19 20 
dial serve month 
died, expired fourteen aside 
digging mother fowl, a chicken 
earn canned paint 
earliest can't church 
eagle beech, tree flesh 
each because mist, fine rain 
dose bear a burden paid 
there, adverb battle far thest 
none bath swollen 
nose, part of 1base, low, quietly 
the face mea-n mile 

now bare of clothesmonkeys 
September banana flies 
found deep square 
firm 
began 

dense 
desk 

beet, a vege- dew on the 
table grass 

card didn't 
Dallas digger 
dance 
dare 
dash 
dead 
deaf 
death 
December 
bald 
badge 
easy 
Easter 
easily 
dimple 
dinner 
divide 
doctor 

earnest 
early 
earlier 
eager 
dotted 
their, pro-

noun 
garter 
noose 
noun 
number 
seventy 
false 
fire 
hymns 
jam 
film doe, female 

deer sailor 
doec;. -~in_fl•' lrn· muddy 

nay, no 
ankle 
pear, fruit 
until 
final 
hurt 
much 
lye soap 
file 
sprinkle 
squad 
take 
flavor 
money 
fish 
shade 
pail of milk 
pair, two of a 

kind 
minus 

happen 
camel 
begin ning 
candle 
beggar 
beetle 

deer, an ani- of do spread 

miss 
flannel 
arrow 
farther 
ant, insect 
answer 
flock 

been, p. p. of 
be 

mal there's, there first 
desert, a sandy is tai l of an 
waste noon animal 
dessert of ice nothing 
cream numb 

moist 
flame 

mine 
greedy 
nice 
quit 



21 
quote 
gruel 
scare 
jail 
January 
amount 
hurrah 
among 
squab 
most 
fall 
mold 
fix 
squall 
fourth, next 
after third 

pailful 
cooking 
flew, past vf 

fly 
fleece 
cold 
Asia 
porch 
floor 
quilt 
mill 
flight 
nickel 
claw 
annual 
gas 
used to 
fifteen 

22 
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23 
pain, sufferingqueen 
cool father 
minute 
missed, past 
of miss 

rarmer 
poor 
might 

tluid 
anvil 
freely. 
sense 
tight 
tidy 
coop quiet 

another 
fling 
miner of 

mayor 
feeling 

coal melon 
grew quaint 
feat, act of fancy 
skill coffee 

quite poking 
soil 
scarce 
fiery 
together 
toenail 
famous 
sauce 
hale and 

hearty 
sweet 
guide 
poison 
farmer 
coffin 
ponies 
sewing with 
a needle 

clerk 

pony 
fifty 
tonight 
hundred 
peeling 

potatoes 
fifth 

hymn, 
moving 
hurry 
fill 

a song torn 
guess 

tired 
gourd 
parlor 
goes 
going 
gnat 
food 
next 
quench 
mice 
middle 
glove 
cloth 
squash 
chum 
Pacific 
hammer 
meeting 
gust 
feed 
farm 
teacup 
polish 

mumps 
fairy 
sword 

veil, face-
covering 

cousin 
plum 
soap 

flea, an insect nineteen 
Monday nimble 
five crutch 
potato 
shadow 

passed, past 
of pas.q 

24 
copied 

25 
quickly 
sell a farm 
cushion 
piano 

very 
tongue 
saving 
vein o/ 
name 
plume 

water army 
coax 

sob 
parent 
goblin 
night, dnsh 

dawn. 
merrily 
merry 
fatal 
any 

pierce 
Columbus 
cries 
valley 

t c hou se 
nurse 
thistle 
corner 
guest of a 

hotel 
flower, as a hopping 
rose marry 

flour for breadhope 
crumb fight 
send grocer 
Christmas mustard 
ticket frozen 
package further 
halves hotel 
gypsy scorch 
melted taught, past 
closet of teach 
fare , tu 'i" madam 
tear the cloth vessel 
polite Thursday 
copy 
na il 
clear 
clean 
says 
gnaw 
crawl 
grabbed 
goal 
prunes 
seesaw 
anyhow 
folks 
new hat 
metal 
quick 

pane, of g/a.,s 
awning 
cutting 
fail 
coarse 
arouse 
pickle 
pies 
comb 
come 
naughty 
scar 
thief 
cord of wood 
sower of 
wheat 



26 27 
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28 29 30 

mercy saucer cupboard sickle form 
market awe cupful speech son of David 
hopped awl, a tool navy price pure 
match fright school tale, a story pause 
maybe fact group prize pale, facking 
tolled a bell fair, pleasing too much game color 
hunted armies palm phrase garden 
fruit coast aunt, your two books twice 
fury piece of string mother's sis- throat sorrow 
tardy family ter girl pump 
hose, stockingscried giving feeble spice 
mane of a scale scene, a view nearly aught, any 

horse main fierce peanut part 
hungry apron ate a meal cull cider 
saucy thirsty putting gloomy sidewalk 
view cork sigh rnrdle feathers 
awkward quarter circle scent of roses pretty 
cabbage margin gentle scold primer 
fable foolish prey of a lion grief !Spelling 
failure martin princess palate, in the pigeon 
coal already spend throat fraction 
pianos grieve cosy spoonful 
picnic frown phone no, negative 
arrival tomorrow nobody scarlet 
place fully gross hour, sixty 
fifteenth autumn groan, express- minutes 
mail a letter sometimes ing pain sphere 
sorry future ginger spider 
thieves something pencil thumb 
core of a11 maid, servant forgotten forest 

apple George tenth circus 
member awful seek gallery 

pansies 
front 
fade 
club 
period 
giver 
sent by ex-

south 
sour 
sore 
somewhere 
spoil 
paw 
sponge 
auto 

priest 
speed 
gallon 
cottage 
noble 
closer 
currant, a 

fruit 
noise 

France 
grinned 
paying 
fever 
few 
March 
sparkle 
president 
meal 
February 
gazing 
forehead 
cities 
neigh of a 

horse 
cricket 
pitcher 
claim 
prompt 
crooked 

cost 
hoping 
Satan 
hop 
handle 
cling 
fro st 
fuel 
gable 
making 
taste 
horse 
forth, 

press 
ground 
quart 
neatness 
seam of a 

under 
major pace cruel 

to go 
forth 

dress 
cud 

asks 
palace 
churn 
cigar 

fork freight 
guard cabin 
seem, appears though 
source tough 



31 
pare, to 
tripped 
people 
trough 
fraud 

32 
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33 
trim pink tried 

clabber pennies 
shown, p. p. clouds 
of show peril 

sixtieth truly 

34 

glm1et 
shove 
shouldn't 
sleet 
poured 

35 
niece 
thrown 
shall 
never 
grease 

many uncle smooth forget 
prop anywhere couldn't snakes 
crow :iren't throne of a twelfth 
custard ~reckle king anyway 
Friday gnash pen area 
chose gate growl freak 
threw the ball giant great, large paste 

back 

climb 
purple 
purse 
horn 
hopes 
gale 
speak 
hall, 
gem 
gave 
shut 
shrink 
creek 

corridor towel couple sail of a boat goose 

pinned 
sitting 
shovel 
proof 
croup 
cruise for 

pleasure 
fresh 
chop 
thought 
toward 
trouble 
perch 
clover 
ask 
peace and 

good will 
scratch 
screens 
marble 
spade 
sparrow 
meadow 

trade forenoon sadder forty 
class clang good-by shoot 
perhaps cough through the told a story 
trout pound street gift 
field slyly gain shout 
~~uc:ss cd, JJ<rnt pray for bless-to town should 
of ,r;uess ing search slowly 

someone a lphabet needle prance 
>ome, pronounclose grave Saturday 
horde o.f peo- cure turtle count 

ple grown, a anything soup 
spare grown man arctic pedal of a 
prayer forgive ark, Noah's oicycle 
halter angel gloves need 
half gray yet said 
cream angle _ 
gather cloak 
colored gaily 
city ninth 
crews of trains graze 
colt forever 
size fawn 
;mother Tuesday 
prove 
crowd 
freeze, con-

a nyone 
apiece 
arithmetic 

poem 
ghost 
neither 
fortieth 
couch 
could not do 

it 
sleeve 
praise 
path 
short 

gealed by 
cold 

free peas 
past, former curly 

secret 
safe 
gristle 
g rabble 
sham 
faults 
sea of water 
net 
gr avel 
see a house 
tin 

mean friend time patch 

sheet 
shoeing 
since 

force chosen 
fore, in front clap 
Colorado pansy 

gouge neighbor 
forward gravy 
meet together animal 

plain, unorna
mented 

lying 
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JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 

1 2 3 4 

exertion chowchow motive tuition 
pulley surgeon tunnel historical 
tying turpentine interpret breed 
kennel greyhound chore replied 
challenged horizon reporter liquor 
allay psalm fragrant truant 
pudd ;ng chorus Great Britain Hiawatha 
organize detail fountain pen interest 

journey surface century serious 

kangaroo turbine report sunshiny 

frigh tened orchid opponent nickname 

mourning brigade opossum opera 

alien ceremony interf ere cemetery 

bristle sever chopped North Dakota 

certify Juarez exception local 
resign British moose opposite 
exercise surprise agreeable cereal, as wheat 

friction quarrel interesting Holy Land 
noteworthy hospital choosing literal 
orderly challenge except tumor 
introduce Brita in monster gratis 
jonquil develop operate serpent 
kaiser quantity censure provision 
locality surplus r epel bridal part11 
motor tweezers lining listening 
nostril grievance monarchy agitate 
agriculture horrible hesit:ite central 
pruning public propose reply 
chores determine excusable support 
developed kaffir frenzy nominative 
invention locust agreement opinion 
movable motorcycle bridle rein census 
resort algebra destroyed servant 
organs brilliant exclaimed superior 
horror certificate mortgage grater, an instru-
intrude rescue nonsense ment 
align exempt exchange agile 
resin frequent internal usage 
lodgment greeted jealous despise 
exert honorable hollyhock fortun .. s 
notice interrupt hi story grasshopper 
ordinary jewelry province break en 
introduction represent service unusual 
journal detach lisle suppress 
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5 6 7 8 
Grecian allowance Nicaragua grandeur 
prudent Israel aged overture 
jealousy quorum intelligent justify 
session of a court expense serial story reverence 
supposed muzzle sulphur furthermore 
normal guardian Niagara nymph 
moreover revenge opal justice 
chord of a piano Isaac celery pyramid 
tulip loyalty serge cloth revere 
agreeably charitable lightning furniture 
suppose numerous newspaper nutmeg grater 
bribery funeral hyphen furnish 
Japanese review chasm pigmies 
destroy series kodaking swallow 
foundry sumac system jury 
gratify troublesome gypsies allotting 
proverb breadth overalls mutter 
janitor proportion charity kinsfolk 
destined despair knowledge buffalo 
Fort Worth Lincoln sycamore suspense 
nominate fortunate guidance junior 
propped heroine mutual alligator 
chocolate prophet diary musical 
excellent desire nursery diameter 
tru:mcy example quiver jungles 
agency formerly hyena invoice 
intense allowed umpire humorous 
chivalry Pyrenees diamond Louisiana 
repeating diet irregular nozzle 
linger luxury excel junction 
moment underwear fortune purpose 
cement hygiene grapple ostrich 
chisel buoy heroism oriole 
unpleasant dictionary opened query 
exceed lustre repeat devour 
molasses uncertain misspelled udder 
affirm unable advertise grocery 
intelligence knave inquire devotion 
chipping buffaloes azure groceries 
suitable expenses remainder judgment 
moisture outnumbered trolley multiple 
burden Guadalupe grandmother grievous 
issue furnace brakeman exhaust 
quotient pursuit univer sity respect 

exploit desperate repairing quartet 
mystery trousers triumph inventor 
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9 10 11 12 
origin alliance occupy subtract 
logical khaki auditor nature 
pressure surrender solemn automobile 
loyal fulfil relation fluting 
quire of paper changing glisten aviation 
gruesome frontier fluent travel 
umbrella invitation adore relievec 
expected loneliness blamable advantages 
chapter Houston cashier adverbial 
budding typewriter depot cats up 
grouping loiter flume seepage 
fulfilled device glorious equip 
devoured champion secure traveled 
question allege blizzard gopher 
invited grievances Solomon Spaniard 
broach Hawaii prevent adverse 
humming bison average dependent 
Julius Caesar character gnarled leisure 
existence hurriedly prevail tranquil 
murmur function goddesses audiences 
quay, wharf lovable deputy occur 
exhibit kiln for making occurring authority 
brogan lime subtraction relief 
respecting pursue blockade substance 
tyranny otherwise blocked translation 
notify surround prison Augustun 
surprised ulcer religion hazard 
kernel of a nut chapel awfulness previously 
developing kingdom lens averaging 
pumpkin humor necessity relieve 
noticing Puritan private lengthen 
adopt channel heathen transplant 
initials riosult cartridge catalogue 
expel Los Angeles entry envelope 
outer nourish miser solution 
Nueces kerosene secretary Missouri 
suspend notion hawthorn catholic 
retire purchase injure healthful 
quibble surprising pretense healthy 
allies original injured sorghum 
expanse movement adult derrick 
muscle of the arm frolicking deposit principle of law 
brunette judge mispronounced misspell 
retail brittJ,, lemonade prisoner 
alliances hostile previous bluing 
invitations frigid seeded, planted succeeded 
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13 
section 
submitted 
natural 
preside 
prettiest 
solicit 
seduce 
envelop 
naturally 
pretend 
occurred 
caterpillar 
deprive 
prevailing 
fluted 
Mississippi 

14 
governor 
bookkeeper 
botany 
specially 
describing 
succor, to help 
forcing 
burial 
heirloom 
boundaries 
butcher 
professor 
liberal 
nervous 
hemisphere 
seethe 

necessary innocent 
seemed, appeared lesson 
injury forbid 
lenient Eskimo 
principal of a 

school 
inning 
offense 
axiom 
prism 
succeed 
flying 
descend 
offered 
leper 
escape 
caucus 
traveler 
neglect 
bombard 
sparerib 
descent 
misspelling 
probable 
seine 
heedless 
proceeds 
proceeding 
proceeded 
forcible 

officer 
caution 
describe 
especially 
treasure 
proceed 
advice 
inserted 
busily 
remember 
liable 
select 
neighboring 
omelet 
cavalry 
selfish 
essence 
profession 
gradual 
omen 
religious 
privilege 
forbade 
heaviness 
problem 
probably 

15 
success 
especial 
negroes 
privileges 
borrow 
special 
seizing 
lever> 
mite, small 

amount 
bureau 
heifer· 
products 
seldom 
procession 
busier 
treasury 
process 
progress 
union 
remit 
business 
foreign 
treaty 
boundary 
axis 
bole of a tree 
gossip 
offering 
causal 
seize 
traveling 
ayes nnd noes 
government 
advertising 
inquiry 
burglar 
remedy 
successful 
neighborhood 
seized 
official 
cautious 
product 
essay 
mixed 

16 
gracious 
advisable 
insisted 
program 
description 
suddenly 
mixture 
adviser 
instinct 
promising 
promise 
bystander 
liberty 
model 
gradually 
triangle 
suggest 
render 
bouquet 
affected 
trickle 
separate 
affection 
license 
chieftain 
heroic 
insurance 
unites 
separation 
nevertheless 
trinity 
ignorant 
caramel 
engage 
milepost 
acquaint 
positive 
r ectangle 
caved 
sensible 
senior 
suffix 
foreman 
netted 
Graham flour 
library 
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17 18 19 20 

chief diction possible reckon 
chestnuts believe deliver feature 
promote carat, a unit of lazine5s milestone 
modesty weight mineral acquainted 
celebrate delicate beau possess 
neutral Chesapeake canyon reduce 
suggested deserve savage stirring 
pronounce forfeit stagnant topic 
affectionate tresses pleasure handsome 
property senate politely career 
chimneys neuter capable scowl 
examine estimate reckless engrave 
granary sentences language filing 
acknowledge ceiling of a room gasolir.e belle, a beautiful 
position instructor zinc girl 
delayed omission assent, to agree skeleton 
stencil renown scarred refer 
genteel hereafter lateral George Eliot 
handkerchief forgery lava wry face 
assume united genuine illustrate 
scissors boycott icicle assault 
unit bracelet assure enclosed 
remorse celebrated engineer thousandth 
establish repair fidgety . accident 
project suggestion objection silence 
butterfly modifi ed possession defendant 
modern belief delightful stamen 
forfeits sirup straighten thresher 
deserved recruit geometry plumber 
unite tomfoolery oblige impel 
promoted portrayed ca refull y capacity 
herald iceberg scrapbook standard 
examin ation site, :;itnati1m enl ist scarcely 
omitted engagement torrent tonnage 
grammar 'tined i!legal ha ndkerchiefs 
des ign fiddler sieve carbon 
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